Abstract-Indoor localization information is important to many different industries. Ever-rising demand from both custom and supplier pose great challenge for indoor localization technology. The emergence of rapid development of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology enriches indoor positioning methodology. Traditional indoor localization algorithm mainly based on the signal propagation property. Among all of positioning algorithm, LANDMARC is most promising one but still has some limitation such as multipath effect, noise form environment and quantity constrain of tags. This paper identifies previous RFID-based indoor localization algorithm and proposes a new algorithm aiming at delivering above limitation to estimate objective position indoor environment. It use RSS propagation curve to obtain RSS value of virtual reference tag, and then estimate target tags position. To evaluate its performance, a comparison between LANDMARC and proposed algorithm was conducted. Experiment result show proposed algorithm is more accurate than LANDMARC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor location has attracted a lot of attention in the past decades, both in academic research and industrial application. Several indoor localization methods have been developed and discussed. But different kinds of limitation constrain its application. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), as an emerging technology, has been considered as the most popular device in positioning application because of its unique character such as non-contact, low-cost, durable and huge data capability. [1] give a brief introduction of this kind of new technology. RFID is ideal tool of capturing data because of its unique character and it has been widely used in many fields, including manufacturing industry management, supply chain and many other public organizations. [2] present a systematic describe in different industrial application.
Based on the propagation of signal, there are several algorithms to estimate object position nowadays. During the propagation process, the strength of signal decreases along with distance increase. But the signal strength distribution model is complex due to interference from different propagation environment. Some author utilized Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) to estimate the distance between reference tags and tracking tag. [3] has divided the RSSI propagation curve into four phase due to RSSI loss distribution is nonlinear and then adapted the adjusted function to estimate distance. Besides, many other methods were applied to estimate the position. Time-of arrival (TOA) is a kind of distance estimation method through calculating the signal propagation distance. Similar method like time difference of arrival (TDOA), the one calculate distance base on time difference. According to other characteristic of signal, phase of arrival (POA) and angle of arrival (AOA) have been studied for years. By analysis former academic research work and experiment, [4] develop a totally different positioning method called LANDMARC which defined several reference tags first time. By utilization received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and K-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm was adopted to calculate the position of tracking tags. This method utilized reference tags' position (known) to estimated tracking tag's position (unknown). The accuracy of LANDMARC positioning algorithm relies on the quantity of reference tags. In some extent, more reference tags will increase positioning accuracy. But excessive reference tags also will increase cost and bring unexpected signal interference as result in decreasing the positioning accuracy. [5] has proposed an algorithm called Prior Measurement Error-correcting (PME) to balance this problem. It use positioning error of several specific points which near to tracking point to calibrate tracking tag coordinate calculated by LANDMARC algorithm. [6] has contributed an idea to improve the positioning accuracy by means of eliminating diversity of tags. [7] has proposed a method to overcome the defect of LANDMARC algorithm caused by high density of reference tags and high complexity of computing. [8] introduce event-based possibility model to describe experiment environment interference and use PSO-based optimal algorithm to optimize positioning result. Though RFID localization offers impressive benefits, it still has some defect to overcome. [9] is employed adaptive k value to enhance positioning accuracy. [10] gives an comprehensive analysis of accuracy-influence factors. This paper presents the state-of-art technology of RFID location algorithm and some improvements. In the following of this paper, we will introduce the RFID system in section two and LANDMARC localization algorithm in section three. New algorithm will propose in section four. Finally, the calibration of new algorithm and experiment will present in section five and six.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM [11] introduced a new concept VIRE (virtual reference tag) and the key idea of this algorithm is to eliminate some impossible location without utilization more real tags. The Adaptive Fitting Reference Frame for 2-D Indoor Localization Based on RFID Zhixin Yang and Chen Lei author divided virtual grid cell which covered by four real reference tags into finer virtual grid cells and each grid cell can be regard as covered by four virtual reference tag. The RSSI value of those virtual reference tags calculate by linearly interpolation algorithm. However, the relationship between signal strength and distance indoor cannot easily regard as linear. When the distance between reader and tag is small, the signal strength change repaid with distance which means a small distance increase or decrease will lead to huge variation of signal strength. When the distance between reader and tags is large, the signal strength is not as sensitive as before. The estimated RSSI of virtual tags cannot reach a high accuracy as result in the target tags having low accuracy. The RSSI value of virtual reference tags rely on real reference tags. Not only the density of reference tags has influence the estimation error, but also many other factors, such as indoor furniture layout, construction structure, people movement. Moreover, the uncertainty of factors influence will also limit the improvement effort. If some real reference tags RSS value has fluctuation or contain noise, it will pass even magnify the influence to virtual reference tags It is necessary and vital for us to know about the curve of signal strength propagation under experiment environment. For this purpose, tags will be fixed at different distance to reader to collect the signal data. Fig. 1 shows that tag has been put at different distance along straight line. Three kinds of interval 10cm, 15cm or 20cm were be chose to capture signal data. According to captured RSS value, the signal strength propagation curve can obtain. We fix RFID reader firstly and put active tag at every 10cm, 15cm, 20cm away from reader and measurement range is 420cm. Fig. 2 depicts the propagation curve, the blue points represents the data measured in experiment. Signal is sensitive to distance when measurement range is small than 100cm and large than 300cm. From 100cm to 300cm, the RSS value almost same despite of variety of distance. After excluding some extreme data which may effects by occasional factors, those data can be fitted at different order polynomial function. As analysis before, the reference tags have a great influence on estimation accuracy. The more reference tags will increase accuracy of tags in some extent. But the paradox is that more reference tags will cause severe multi-path effect. For solve this issue, the idea of virtual tags has been introduced to positioning algorithm. The real reference tags distributed evenly indoor environment and form a two-dimensional grid. Each node means unique reference tag with known coordinates and RSS value captured by reader. Each cell covered by 4 real reference tags will divide into finer grid and each knot refer to a virtual reference tag. [11] present the virtual reference tags coordinate concept and gives more detail RSS value of virtual tags. In this paper, the value of virtual tags will calculate by polynomial function (1).
The virtual reference tags can solve constrain caused by quantity of reference tags in some extent. It will improve estimation accuracy as means of increasing the density of reference tags without introduce more real reference tags. Fig.  3 has illustrated the distribution of real reference tags and virtual reference tags. 
III. THE CALIBRATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. The Reduction of Environment Influence
For the purpose of further improvement of estimation accuracy, there is essential to deduce other influence from environment and experiment equipment. In some case, even the two tags RSS value obtained by same reader in same position is not equal. [12] has proposed an algorithm to calibrate the error between estimation error on principle of Cross-validation. Firstly, the tracking tag position (x, y) is calculated based on previous algorithm. And then it put K reference tags and estimated tracking tags into a set
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x y x y x y x y ……… (2) By Utilizing the estimated tracking tags position and k-1 reference tags to estimate the k-th reference tag coordinate. Comparing the real reference tags coordinate and estimated one, the difference will be used to calibrate estimated tracking tags position. Repeating this process again and again until the estimated tracking is stable. 
B. The Elimination of Distribution from Tags
RFID in door positioning system has utilized many tags as benchmark to provide signal strength so that estimated the tracking tags' position. Ever-rising technique can make RFID tags more complicated and precise which will greatly enhance the accuracy of positioning algorithm, but the error caused by physical structure cannot neglected. It is essential to take some measures to reduce some error by this reason. We introduce the following concept: Basic RSS value (RSSb) and calibrate RSS value (RSSc). RSSb means that reader captures each tag RSS value at a fixed distance. Aiming at improve the accuracy of positioning further, the tag puts every 45° in sequence at fixed distance to reader and then take the average value of 8 position as RSS b . 
By equation (5), the RSSI c value calculated to represent the RSS which measured value during experiment.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
The experiment conducts in 2m x 2m indoor environment including 9 reference tags, which puts every 60cm. The coordinate of 9 reference are (0, 0), (0, 60), (0,120), (60, 0), (60, 60), (60,120), (120, 0), (120, 60), (120,120) and 3 target  tags are (90, 90), (15,100), (40, 50) . Fig. 5 shows the layout of tags. Three readers have been put in this experiment to collect data. Remarks: the three readers has put at three points where can see in Fig. 4 . According to traditional LANDMARC algorithm, the tracking tag position can be computed by above data. The RSS value can be used to analysis relative distance to tracking tag, the similar one has most small distance to target. Different K has been adapted to computation, k performance difference accuracy in this experiment environment. Fig. 6 deploys the relationship between K and error, less reference tags chosen cannot achieve a high accuracy estimation of tracking tags as result of few position information obtained from known tags. However, more reference tags introduced to estimation still cannot achieve better result because of more disturb brought to computation as well as consideration of cost. When K=4, it has smallest error which means it has most accurate estimation position.
By the measured RSS propagation model indoor environment, virtual reference tags RSS for different readers can obtain. Then, the proposed algorithm can estimate the tracking tag position. Aiming at comparing influence from the number of nearest neighbour reference tags (K), the estimation result based on different number of virtual reference tags has been computed. Fig. 7 demonstrates the relationship between K and result based on proposed algorithm and the error is lowest when K=4. Similar to LANDMARC algorithm, the relationship between K and estimation accuracy cannot conclude negative or positive correlation. Table II presents the experiment result. Accuracy improvement can reach 82% maximum. In idealist experiment environment, the RSS distribution model can be measured and used to calculate virtual tags which will divide experiment area into smaller region as result of improving accuracy. Indoor localization draws lots of attention from many industries including logistic, traveling and manufacturing. The objective of this paper is to review traditional indoor such as TOA, TDOA, POA localization algorithms based on RFID and provide a hybrid algorithm which mainly based on LANDMARC algorithm and signal propagation model. It can increase estimation accuracy without introduce more reference tags. Indeed, It found the number of nearest neighbour reference tags has great influence on positioning accuracy. Furthermore, the elimination of tag physical difference and environment influence were introduced to calibrate estimation result. Finally the experiment result shows the proposed algorithm has better performance than LANDMARC algorithm which the average accuracy can increase 55%.
